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Abstract 

Background Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegenerative disorder characterized by progressive dete-
rioration of upper and lower motor neurons. A definitive diagnostic test or biomarker for ALS is currently unavailable, 
leading to a diagnostic delay following the onset of initial symptoms. Our study focused on cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
concentrations of clusterin, tau protein, phosphorylated tau protein, and beta-amyloid1–42 in ALS patients and a con-
trol group.

Methods Our study involved 54 ALS patients and 58 control subjects. Among the ALS patients, 14 presented 
with bulbar-onset ALS, and 40 with limb-onset ALS. We quantified biomarker levels using enzyme-linked immuno-
sorbent assay (ELISA) and compared the results using the Mann–Whitney U-test.

Results Significant elevations in neurodegenerative markers, including tau protein (p < 0.0001), phosphorylated tau 
protein (p < 0.0001), and clusterin (p = 0.038), were observed in ALS patients compared to controls. Elevated levels 
of tau protein and phosphorylated tau protein were also noted in both bulbar and limb-onset ALS patients. How-
ever, no significant difference was observed for beta-amyloid1–42. ROC analysis identified tau protein (AUC = 0.767) 
and p-tau protein (AUC = 0.719) as statistically significant predictors for ALS.

Conclusion Our study demonstrates that neurodegenerative marker levels indicate an ongoing neurodegenerative 
process in ALS. Nonetheless, the progression of ALS cannot be predicted solely based on these markers. The discovery 
of a specific biomarker could potentially complement existing diagnostic criteria for ALS.
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Introduction
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a severe, pro-
gressive, multisystem degenerative disorder character-
ized by structural changes affecting both upper and 
lower motor neurons. ALS, which was first described in 
1874, is also commonly referred to as Charcot disease, 
Lou Gehrig’s disease, or motor neuron disease (MND) 
[1–3]. Individuals with ALS typically manifest symp-
toms of muscle atrophy, muscle weakness, heightened 
fatigue, and difficulties in swallowing. The progressive 
functional deterioration associated with ALS ultimately 
leads to a loss of self-sufficiency, and a significant num-
ber of patients succumb to complications related to 
the disease, often involving respiratory failure. Despite 
being relatively rare, ALS imposes a substantial burden 
on individuals, society, and the economy [4, 5].

Risk factors for ALS include older age, male gen-
der, and a family history of the disease [6]. Incidence 
and prevalence rates for ALS are on the rise in various 
regions of the world. In Europe, the estimated annual 
incidence is 2.2 cases per 100,000 population. Popula-
tion studies conducted elsewhere have reported lower 
incidence rates in East Asia, at 0.89 cases per 100,000 
population, and in South Asia, at 0.79 cases per 100,000 
population per year [7].

Diagnosis of ALS primarily relies on clinical examina-
tion and electromyographic examination (EMG) [2, 3]. 
While the clinical accuracy of ALS diagnosis is gener-
ally high, at times, it can be challenging to differenti-
ate ALS from other conditions like Kennedy’s disease, 
myasthenia gravis, cervical spondylotic myelopathy, 
X-linked spinobulbar muscular atrophy and multifo-
cal motor neuropathy (MMN) [1]. Currently, there is 
no definitive diagnostic test or biomarker for ALS. The 
development of novel biomarkers for ALS holds the 
potential to enhance both the diagnosis and compre-
hension of the often unpredictable disease progression 
[8–10]. The introduction of new biomarkers has previ-
ously demonstrated its capacity to improve diagnostic 
and prognostic precision, as evidenced in the case of 
various other neurodegenerative disorders [11–13].

In our research, our focus was directed towards the 
assessment of clusterin, tau protein, phosphorylated 
tau protein, and beta-amyloid1–42 levels within CSF. 
Clusterin, also known as apolipoprotein J, is a glycopro-
tein with a molecular weight ranging from 75 to 80 kDa. 
This multifunctional protein serves as a cytoprotective 
chaperone and is often referred to as the "guardian of 
the brain" due to its significant biological role. Clus-
terin is involved in maintaining protein homeostasis, 
modulating signal transduction networks, and inhib-
iting apoptosis. Notably, upregulation of clusterin has 

been reported in Alzheimer’s disease as well as various 
cancer types [14–17].

Tau protein, a member of the microtubule-associated 
protein (MAP) family, plays a crucial role in axonal 
transport and the preservation of neuronal cytoskeleton 
integrity. Aberrant phosphorylation and hyperphospho-
rylation of tau protein lead to the formation of insoluble 
aggregates that disrupt axonal transport, induce micro-
tubule collapse, and result in neuronal dysfunction. Tau 
protein’s involvement is paramount in the pathogenesis 
of neurodegenerative diseases [18–21].

Beta-amyloid1–42 is produced through the cleavage of 
the amyloid precursor protein. This specific form, amy-
loid beta 1–42, is recognized for its significant toxicity 
and is primarily associated with Alzheimer’s disease [22].

Exploring the utilization of both new and existing 
markers that are associated with other neurodegenerative 
disorders presents an intriguing strategy for identifying 
specific markers for the diagnosis of ALS. The quest for 
novel biomarkers in ALS transcends diagnostic aspects; 
it also holds broader ramifications and potential to the 
understanding of the disease itself and the development 
of therapeutic approaches. The exploration of new bio-
markers, may unveil specific molecular and biochemical 
facets associated with this disease. These biomarkers can 
serve as indicators of pathological processes underlying 
the development of ALS.

Beyond diagnostic consequences, the discovery of 
new biomarkers can furnish crucial insights for design-
ing targeted therapeutic strategies. The identification 
of biomarkers linked to specific pathological pathways 
may open avenues for novel treatment approaches and 
drugs directed at the pathological mechanisms associ-
ated with ALS. Overall, the pursuit of new biomarkers 
in ALS constitutes a complex process with the potential 
to impact diagnostics, enhance our comprehension of 
pathogenesis, and contribute to the development of new 
therapeutic strategies for this serious neurodegenerative 
condition.

Methods
Patients and controls
The study enrolled a cohort of 112 participants, compris-
ing 54 individuals with ALS and 58 individuals in the con-
trol group. Among the ALS group, there were 54 patients, 
consisting of 19 females and 35 males, with ages ranging 
from 40 to 80 years and a median age of 62. Specifically, 
14 ALS patients exhibited bulbar onset symptoms, while 
40 experienced limb onset symptoms. In the control 
group (CG), there were a total of 58 patients, including 
26 females and 32 males, with ages ranging from 43 to 
83  years and a median age of 60. Three patients within 
the entire cohort reported a family history of ALS. The 
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average duration from the onset of initial symptoms to 
the definitive diagnosis was approximately 11.74 months. 
The detailed data are presented in Table 1.

Inclusion criteria for participant selection in the study 
involved a confirmed diagnosis of ALS based on the El 
Escorial criteria [23] and the absence of any other sig-
nificant medical conditions. Cerebrospinal fluid samples 
were collected at diagnosis. The control group consisted 
of individuals diagnosed with conditions such as tension 
type headache, lower back pain or dizziness without focal 
neurological abnormalities, in whom lumbar puncture 
was performed to exclude the presence of pathological 
process within the central nervous system. None of the 
subjects had signs of neurodegenerative disease. CSF was 
obtained through lumbar puncture while patients were 
seated, using an atraumatic needle. The puncture was 
directed to the L4/5 intervertebral space. Subsequently, 
10  ml of CSF were collected from each patient into a 
sterile tube without any additives. The collected samples 
were morphologically examined and then centrifuged 
at 1100g for 10 min at 4  °C to prepare them for further 
analysis.

Biomarkers analysis
The concentrations of individual biomarkers were quan-
tified through ELISA in compliance with the European 
In  Vitro Diagnostic Directive (CE-IVD) using an Atel-
lica® CH analyzer, manufactured by Siemens in the 
United States.

Clusterin concentration in CSF was determined 
via sandwich ELISA employing a biotin-labeled anti-
body provided by Biovendor Laboratory Medicine, 
Czech Republic, with the designated catalog number 
RD194034200R. The assay’s minimum detectable level 
for clusterin is 0.50 μg/l, and the CSF samples were sub-
jected to a 100-fold dilution before analysis.

The total soluble tau protein and phosphorylated tau 
protein (p-tau 181) were assessed using sandwich ELISA 
kits conforming to the In  Vitro Diagnostic Directive 
(IVD-CE), specifically the Total-tau ELISA by Euroim-
mun, based in Lubeck, Germany, and bearing the catalog 
number EQ 6531–9601-L. In this case, the CSF samples 
were analyzed without dilution.

For the measurement of beta-amyloid1–42, a sand-
wich ELISA kit also in compliance with the IVD-CE 
was employed, specifically the beta-amyloid1–42 ELISA 
by Euroimmun, with catalog number EQ 6521–9601-L. 
This ELISA involved a solid-phase capture of the amy-
loid peptide using a monoclonal antibody. CSF samples 
were added and incubated with a biotinylated antibody, 
and this complex was subsequently detected using 
peroxidase-labeled streptavidin. Similar to the tau pro-
tein assays, the CSF samples were not subjected to any 
dilution.

Statistical analysis
Shapiro–Wilk normality tests showed that the data did 
not have a normal distribution. Therefore, data were 
expressed as median, minimum, and maximum value, 
and independent samples were compared using the 
Mann–Whitney U-test. All tests were performed at the 
0.05 significance level. The statistical software IBM SPSS 
Statistics for Windows, Version 23.0 was used for statisti-
cal processing. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.

In this investigation, Receiver Operating Characteris-
tic (ROC) analysis was utilized to evaluate the diagnostic 
efficacy of the method under examination. ROC curves 
were generated to assess the balance between sensitiv-
ity and specificity at various threshold values. The ideal 
threshold point was identified to maximize diagnostic 
accuracy. The area under the roc curve (AUC) was com-
puted to quantify the method’s overall discriminatory 
capability. ROC analysis was employed to facilitate the 
assessment and selection of the most appropriate diag-
nostic criteria for our study.

Results
The groups of patients with ALS and controls did 
not significantly differ in terms of age (p = 0.120, 
independent sample t-test) and gender distribution 
(p = 0.338, Fisher’s exact test). Following the statisti-
cal analysis, it was observed that individuals with ALS 
exhibited higher levels of clusterin (median 2148  μg/l 
in ALS vs. median 1987.5  μg/l in the control group; 
p = 0.038, Mann–Whitney U-test), tau protein (median 
323.5 ng/l in ALS vs. median 177.5 ng/l in the control 
group; p < 0.0001, Mann–Whitney U-test), and phos-
phorylated tau protein (median 43.85  ng/l in ALS 
vs. median 29  ng/l in the control group; p = 0.001, 

Table 1 Patient´s characteristic

The table summarizes the characteristics for ALS patient groups and a healthy 
control group, including information on the number and proportion of patients, 
ALS onset, gender, age, familial incidence, and diagnostic delay. The comparison 
between patients with ALS and control groups revealed no significant 
differences in terms of age (p = 0.120, independent sample t-test) and gender 
distribution (p = 0.338, Fisher’s exact test). ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CG, 
control group

ALS CG p

Patients, n 54 58 –

ALS onset (limb/bulbar) 40/14 – –

Gender (male/female) 35/19 32/26 0.338

Age, median (min–max) 62 (40–80) 60 (43–83) 0.120

Diagnostic delay (months) 11.74 – –

Incidence in the family yes/no 3/51 – –
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Mann–Whitney U-test) in their CSF compared to the 
control group. However, there were no significant 
alterations in the levels of beta-amyloid1–42 (median 
920.5  ng/l in ALS vs median 918  ng/l in the control 
group; p = 0.774, Mann–Whitney U-test). The respec-
tive CSF concentrations of clusterin, tau protein, and 
phosphorylated tau protein in ALS patients and the 
control group are illustrated in Figs.  1, 2, and 3. A 
comprehensive summary of all CSF biomarker levels in 
ALS patients and controls can be found in Table 2.

During the statistical analysis, it was observed that 
patients with limb-onset ALS displayed significantly 
elevated levels of tau protein (median 323.5 ng/l in limb-
onset ALS vs. median 177.5  ng/l in the control group; 
p < 0.0001, post hoc test). Similarly, patients with bulbar-
onset ALS exhibited higher levels of tau protein (median 
302.5  ng/l in bulbar-onset ALS vs. median 177.5  ng/l 
in the control group; p = 0.012, post hoc test). Further-
more, increased levels of phosphorylated tau protein 
were observed in patients with limb-onset ALS (median 
41.2  ng/l in limb-onset ALS vs. median 29  ng/l in the 
control group; p = 0.027, post hoc test) and in those with 
bulbar-onset ALS (median 52.7 ng/l in bulbar-onset ALS 
vs. median 29  ng/l in the control group; p = 0.005, post 
hoc test). No significant changes were noted in other 
parameters. Differences in biomarker levels between ALS 
cases with limb onset and those with bulbar onset were 
not found among each other, only in comparison with 

the control group. The summarized data can be found 
in Table  3. Additionally, the levels of CSF tau protein 
and phosphorylated tau protein in limb-onset ALS and 

Fig. 1 CSF clusterin levels in ALS patients and controls. Comparison 
of clusterin (µg/l) levels in the CSF between the ALS and control 
group. The distribution of measured values was represented 
using box plots (the horizontal line inside the box represents 
the median, the lower edge of the box represents the first quartile, 
the upper edge represents the third quartile, whiskers indicate 
the maximum and minimum measured values, and if outliers were 
found in the dataset, they are plotted as circles and asterisks). ALS, 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CG, control group; CSF, cerebrospinal 
fluid

Fig. 2 CSF tau protein levels in ALS patients and controls. 
Comparison of tau protein (ng/l) levels in the CSF between the ALS 
and control group. The distribution of measured values 
was represented using box plots (the horizontal line inside the box 
represents the median, the lower edge of the box represents 
the first quartile, the upper edge represents the third quartile, 
whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum measured values, 
and if outliers were found in the dataset, they are plotted as circles 
and asterisks). ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CG, control group; 
CSF, cerebrospinal fluid

Fig. 3 CSF phosphorylated tau protein levels in ALS patients 
and controls. Comparison of p-tau (ng/l) levels in the CSF 
between the ALS and control group. The distribution of measured 
values was represented using box plots (the horizontal line 
inside the box represents the median, the lower edge of the box 
represents the first quartile, the upper edge represents the third 
quartile, whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum measured 
values, and if outliers were found in the dataset, they are plotted 
as circles). ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CG, control group; CSF, 
cerebrospinal fluid
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bulbar-onset ALS, as well as in the control group, are vis-
ually represented in Figs. 4 and 5.

Based on the ROC analysis, the statistically significant 
predictors for ALS are the CSF levels of tau protein and 
p-tau protein. In both cases, the AUC falls within the 
range of 0.7 to 0.8, indicating good discriminatory ability. 
The optimal cut-off value for tau protein in CSF is deter-
mined to be 209.5  ng/ml using the Youden’s J statistic, 
where the sum of sensitivity and specificity is maximized. 
At this cut-off, the sensitivity (SE) is 0.882, and the speci-
ficity (SP) is 0.636 (the test is more sensitive but less spe-
cific). The optimal cut-off value for p-tau protein in CSF 
is found to be 37.5 ng/l, with a sensitivity of 0.706 and a 
specificity of 0.773. The summarized data can be found in 
Table 4 and depicted in Fig. 6.

Discussion
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is a progressive neurode-
generative disorder primarily diagnosed through clinical 
history and electromyographic assessments. Currently, 
there is no definitive diagnostic test or established bio-
marker for ALS. In our research, our primary objective 
was to assess the applicability of specific biomarkers 

in cerebrospinal fluid for the diagnosis of amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis. We aimed to investigate whether the 
analysis of biomarkers could complement the existing 
diagnostic criteria, potentially enhancing the accuracy 
of ALS diagnosis. However, promising candidates for 
diagnostic and prognostic markers include pNF-H, as 
elevated levels of this marker in CSF have been observed 
in patients with ALS [26, 27]. In our research, we focused 
on the use of clusterin, tau protein, phosphorylated tau 
protein, beta amyloid1-42 and its levels in CSF of patients 
with ALS.

The chaperone glycoprotein known as clusterin, or 
apolipoprotein J, plays a significant role in the patho-
genesis of neurodegenerative diseases. Clusterin is a 
heavily glycosylated protein with a molecular weight of 
60  kDa, existing as a heterodimer, and it is encoded by 
the CLU gene. This protein serves as a prevalent extra-
cellular chaperone and has several essential functions in 
maintaining various physiological processes, including 
the transport of lipids and tissue remodeling. Clusterin is 
expressed in various cell types within the nervous system, 
including neurons, glia, and astrocytes. Its levels in the 
bloodstream are notably high, typically around 100  μg/

Table 2 Biomarker levels

The table summarizes statistical comparisons among patients with ALS and a control group. We monitored biomarker levels—clusterin, tau protein, beta-amyloid 
1–42, and p-Tau protein in cerebrospinal fluid. The values of significance for the Mann–Whitney U-test are provided in the last column, with tests conducted at a 
significance level of 0.05

ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CG, control group; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid

Group p

ALS CG

Median Min Max Median Min Max

Clusterin CSF [μg/l] 2148 843 15,646 1987.5 500 3460 0.038

Tau-protein CSF [ng/l] 323.5 29 923 177.5 55 574  < 0.0001

Beta-amyloid1-42 CSF [ng/l] 920.5 283 1491 918 122 1308 0.774

p-tau protein CSF [ng/l] 43.85 16.40 107.1 29 17 66.3 0.001

Table 3 Limb and bulbar form of ALS, biomarker levels

The table summarizes statistical comparisons between patients with limb-onset ALS, bulbar-onset ALS, and a control group. Biomarker levels—specifically, clusterin, 
tau protein, beta-amyloid 1–42, and p-Tau protein—in cerebrospinal fluid were monitored. Comparisons were conducted using the Kruskal–Wallis test. Significant 
results were observed in the case of tau protein and p-Tau protein, prompting the execution of post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction. No differences in biomarker 
levels were found between ALS cases with limb onset and with bulbar onset

ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CG, control group; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid

Group p Post hoc test

Limb onset ALS Bulbar onset ALS CG p (limb vs CG) p (bulbar vs CG)

Median Min Max Median Min Max Median Min Max

Clusterin CSF [μg/l] 2240 843 11,700 2011.5 1155 15,646 1987.5 500 3460 0,098

Tau-protein CSF [ng/l] 323.5 78 788 302.5 29 923 177.5 55 574  < 0.0001  < 0.0001 0.012

Beta  amyloid1-42 CSF [ng/l] 920.5 283 1378 932.5 534.6 1491 918 122 1308 0.959

p-tau protein CSF [ng/l] 41.2 16.4 61.6 52.7 27.4 107.1 29 17 66.3 0.002 0.027 0.005
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ml, while in cerebrospinal fluid, they range from 2–9 μg/
ml. Accumulating evidence suggests that clusterin’s role 
as an extracellular chaperone could directly influence the 
progression of neurodegenerative diseases [24, 25].

CSF clusterin levels in patients with neurodegenera-
tive disease may aid in diagnosis. The results of a study 
by Přikrylová Vranová et  al. [28] support the role of 
clusterin in the pathogenesis of Parkinson’s disease. In 
patients with ALS, an association has been demonstrated 
between the pathological burden of TDP-43 protein mis-
folding and cognitive deficits. A study by Gregory et  al. 
(2020) examined the ability to cope with the misfolding 
of the TDP-43 protein and differences in the expression 
of protective mechanisms such as clusterin expression. 
High levels of neuronal clusterin could provide cells with 
neuroprotection and reduce the clinical manifestations 
of disease associated with accumulated TDP-43 [29]. In 
the context of neurodegenerative disease, clusterin lev-
els were also examined by mass spectrophotometry from 

Fig. 4 CSF tau protein levels in limb onset of ALS and bulbar onset 
of ALS patients and controls. Comparison of tau protein levels 
(ng/l) in cerebrospinal fluid among individuals with limb-onset 
ALS, bulbar-onset ALS, and the control group. The distribution 
of measured values was represented using box plots (the horizontal 
line inside the box represents the median, the lower edge of the box 
represents the first quartile, the upper edge represents the third 
quartile, whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum measured 
values, and if outliers were found in the dataset, they are plotted 
as circles). ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CG, control group, CSF, 
cerebrospinal fluid

Fig. 5 CSF phosphorylated tau protein levels in limb onset of ALS 
and bulbar onset of ALS patients and controls. Comparison of p-tau 
protein levels (ng/l) in cerebrospinal fluid among individuals 
with limb-onset ALS, bulbar-onset ALS, and the control group. The 
distribution of measured values was represented using box plots (the 
horizontal line inside the box represents the median, the lower edge 
of the box represents the first quartile, the upper edge represents 
the third quartile, whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum 
measured values, and if outliers were found in the dataset, they are 
plotted as circles). ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; CG, control 
group, CSF, cerebrospinal fluid

Table 4 ROC (reciever operating characteristic) analysis

The table compiles the results of the conducted ROC analysis, encompassing the 
area under the curve value, p-value, and the lower and upper bounds of the 95% 
confidence interval for AUC. b. Null hypothesis: true area = 0.5

AUC, Area Under the ROC Curve

Test result variable (s) AUC p 95% CI for AUC 

Lower bound Upper bound

Clusterin CSF [μg/l] 0.55 0.45 0.422 0.678

Tau-protein CSF [ng/l] 0.767 0.0001 0.659 0.875

p-tau protein CSF [ng/l] 0.719 0.001 0.6 0.838

Fig. 6 ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve. The optimal 
cut-off value for Tau protein in cerebrospinal fluid is 209.5 ng/
ml with a sensitivity (SE) of 0.882 and specificity (SP) of 0.636. The 
optimal cut-off value for p-Tau protein in cerebrospinal fluid is 37.5 
ng/l, with a sensitivity of 0.706 and specificity of 0.773
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blood samples, based on the results of which it was possi-
ble to distinguish ALS patients with cognitive deficits and 
controls [30]. The results of our study show that the level 
of clusterin in CSF is increased in ALS patients compared 
to CG (ALS median 2148 μg/l vs CG median 1987.5 μg/l; 
p = 0.038 Mann–Whitney U-test). These results suggest 
the potential of clusterin in the diagnosis of neurode-
generative diseases and highlight its usefulness for the 
study of ALS. However, CSF levels of clusterin in the limb 
and bulbar onset of ALS were not significantly different 
from each other or compared to the control group. The 
reduced discriminative performance of clusterin analysis 
may be indicative of variations in biomarker measure-
ments among individual patients. This variability can be 
attributed to various factors, such as genetic differences 
or other factors influencing biomarker levels. The dimin-
ished discriminative performance of the biomarker may 
also indicate the need for further research and refine-
ment of diagnostic tools for ALS detection. This may 
involve exploring new biomarkers, combining multiple 
biomarkers, or employing additional diagnostic methods.

Tau protein is a protein stabilizing microtubules in 
axons, it is also important for ensuring axonal transport. 
Inconsistencies are prevalent among studies related to 
ALS. In a study by Bourbouli et al. [31], higher levels of 
tau protein were noted in ALS compared to the control 
group. In a study by Wilke et al. [32], CSF p-tau was not 
significantly different in ALS patients compared to con-
trol subjects (p = 0.287). However, CSF tau was signifi-
cantly increased (p < 0.001). A study by Palladino et  al. 
(2009) found no significant differences in mean CSF tau 
levels between ALS cases and controls (ALS 126 pg/ml, 
controls 112  pg/ml), however, in the ALS group, bul-
bar-onset patients showed elevated CSF tau levels com-
pared to spinal-onset cases. These differences could be 
related to the older age of patients with bulbar onset. 
Furthermore, no correlations were found between CSF 
tau concentrations and rate of disease progression [33]. 
In our study, we noted significantly increased levels 
of tau protein (ALS median 323.5  ng/l vs CG median 
177.5  ng/l; p < 0.0001 Mann–Whitney U-test) and p-tau 
protein (ALS median 43.85  ng/l vs CG median 29  ng/l; 
p = 0.001 Mann–Whitney U-test) in ALS patients com-
pared to CG. We also noted significantly increased levels 
of tau protein in bulbar onset of ALS (ALS bulbar onset 
median 302.5  ng/l in CG median 177.5; p = 0.012 post 
hoc test) and limb onset of ALS (ALS limb onset median 
323.5 ng/l vs CG median 177.5 ng/l; p < 0.0001 post hoc 
test) and also p-tau protein in bulbar onset of ALS (ALS 
bulbar onset median 52.7  ng/l vs CG median 29  ng/l; 
p = 0.005 post hoc test) and limb onset of ALS (ALS limb 
onset median 41.2 ng/l vs CG median 29 ng/l; p = 0.027 
post hoc test) compared to the control group. However, 

no differences were noted between the bulbar and limb 
onset groups. Despite promising correlations, inconsist-
encies prevail among studies on CSF tau protein levels 
in ALS. The reasons for this discrepancy may be diverse, 
and differences in outcomes may also reflect the biologi-
cal heterogeneity of ALS [31–33].

Beta-amyloid1–42 is a major component of senile 
plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, and its accumula-
tion in the brain is thought to be an early toxic event in 
the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease. In a study by 
Lanznaster et  al. [34], beta-amyloid1–42 was increased 
in a large cohort of ALS patients compared to control 
subjects (controls 992.9 ± 358.3  ng/l; ALS 1277.0 ± 296, 
6 ng/l; p < 0.0001). No significant differences were noted 
in our cohort.

The results of our study suggest elevated levels of clus-
terin, tau protein, and phosphorylated tau protein in the 
cerebrospinal fluid of patients with amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis. Based on ROC analysis, tau protein and phos-
phorylated tau protein were identified as significant 
predictors for ALS. In both cases, the AUC falls within 
the range of 0.7 to 0.8, indicating a good discriminatory 
capacity. The optimal cut-off value for CSF tau protein is 
209.5 ng/ml (determined using Youden’s J statistic; where 
the sum of sensitivity and specificity is highest, as shown 
in the table). Sensitivity is 0.882, and specificity is 0.636 
(the test is more sensitive but less specific). If the cut-off 
were adjusted to 247  ng/ml, SE would be 0.735, and SP 
would be 0.727 (sensitivity and specificity are more bal-
anced). The optimal cut-off value for phosphorylated tau 
protein in CSF is 37.5  ng/l, resulting in SE = 0.706 and 
SP = 0.773.

It is worth noting that ALS is one of the most com-
mon motor neuron diseases, yet the definitive diag-
nosis is frequently delayed by approximately one year 
from the onset of initial symptoms. In our study cohort, 
the diagnostic delay from the onset of initial symptoms 
to the establishment of a definitive diagnosis averaged 
11.74 months. This delay can be partly attributed to the 
absence of specific biomarkers that could facilitate the 
early diagnosis of ALS.

Conclusion
The identification of biomarkers in CSF in ALS is impor-
tant for establishing the diagnosis. In the case of ALS, tau 
protein and p-tau protein could be a useful biomarkers 
also in the case of differential diagnosis of diseases that 
manifest similar symptoms. Given that concentration 
does not correlate with the stage or form of the disease, 
there is the potential to use it in case of diagnostic doubts 
at any stage or clinical manifestations.

By simultaneously utilizing multiple markers, we can 
enhance the diagnostic specificity. While the tau protein 
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demonstrates high sensitivity but low specificity, its 
integration with p-tau protein can potentially enhance 
diagnostic capabilities. Additional studies and analyses 
should also be conducted when combining these markers 
to determine their diagnostic value. It is crucial to con-
sider that the diagnosis of ALS is intricate, necessitating 
the integration of clinical, electrophysiological, and labo-
ratory data.
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